
By Tomás Cuddihy 

 

The lush green countryside around Ardee and Drumconrath must be fortified with some strength 

giving elixir and those that dwell nearby do surely benefit. According to legend the blood of Ferdiad 

flows in the waters thereabouts. Ferdiad was killed by Cuchulainn in a most embarrassing manner 

which we won’t go into. Hint, Ferdiad’s skin was impervious to all weaponry but like Achilles he did 

have a weak spot. Google it if it interests you. Ferdiad died in a ford, not a car but a body of water. 

The ford where he died is named Áth Fhirdiad (Ferdiad's ford, Baile Átha Fhirdhia or Ardee) after 

him.  

 The inheritors of Ferdiad's great strength if not Cuchulainn’s must be the Hickey brothers. James 

“The Hulk” Hickey and Austin “nickname pending” Hickey. You’ll have to take my word for it that 

they are brothers because beyond both being very strong they look nothing alike. I’ve seen the 

postman and they don’t look like him either. The milkman…? 

Both were boxers in their younger, formative days. Austin had to cut weight drastically before one 

fight and was weakened as a consequence. Result, he got beaten by a clown. I think it was Ronald 

McDonald. James was a GAA football player and dislocated his left shoulder so badly during one 

game that it eventually required surgery to prevent it popping out all the time. Ask him nicely at the 

next competition and he’ll show you the scar. The injury hasn’t stopped him going on to bench 

195kg. I do notice though that he uses a relatively close grip when benching. Austin was also a GAA 

football player and coincidentally was once marked by our Vice President, Kenneth Taaffe, during a 

game. Neither will admit who won the tussle. Austin was not just an average footballer; he played 

for the Meath juniors for 2 years and was called up for trials with the senior team during the Sean 

Boylan era. 

 James is bigger than Austin. I think that’s because his bedroom was nearer the fridge when they 

were growing up. I also think we might be distant cousins but they won’t own up to that and have 

threatened me with legal action if I pursue the issue.  

 They began lifting with the IDFPA in 2010. Austin is the IDFPA’s lightest lifter to total over 700kg 

(711kg in 2013 at a body weight under 100kg) and James has the heaviest raw deadlift in WDFPF 

history, 340kg at the 2014 IDFPA single-lift nationals. James totalled 785kg at the Worlds in Glasgow 

in 2013 and he has benched, as already mentioned, 195kg raw in competition. That was at the 

WDFPF world single-lifts 2014 in Germany. Austin benched an impressive 192.5kg raw at the same 

competition. Equipped in Germany Austin benched a record 220kg. Both have multiple world, 

European and Irish titles and records. How could you not be impressed? They also have a sister who, 

regrettable, has no interest in powerlifting. Imagine what she could do given such a rich genetic 

inheritance.  

 Austin is a scary schoolteacher who never has disciplinary problems with his students. He has a 

Masters in strength and conditioning and a degree in sports science, Tom Faherty was a classmate, 

so naturally with such qualifications Austin teaches primary school. James is a scary bouncer who 

never has disciplinary problems with his customers. All is right in the Hickey world. Might is right. 

Let’s face it, ‘twould take a rare fool to mess with them. 



 James is married and has an almost two year old daughter, Ava, who plays in a sandbox on the floor 

whilst he lifts in the gym that is attached to Austin’s house. The gym is a miracle of economy. There 

is a power-rack, a bench, an Olympic bar, a safety squat bar thanks to Andy Murtagh, lots of plates, a 

broken leg press machine and a never used pec-deck. That’s it apart from a dumbbell or two. And it’s 

enough to get the job done. The proof of that pudding is in the trophy cabinet. 

 Austin has had an ongoing back injury for much of 2014 but despite this he has still managed to win 

European and World titles whilst smashing Irish records. He now has more big records than the 

Beatles.  

 Due to technicalities, an error in the amount of testing done at the competition in question, that 

340kg deadlift of James’ is an Irish but not a world record. In September 2014 at the European single 

lifts in Gorey, Co Wexford the chance is there to remedy that ill. Three hundred and forty kilograms, 

an enormous bar bending, back breaking, muscle straining, tendon and ligament spraining weight. 

We become blasé in the face of youtube supermen who hoist over 400kg with the aid of enough 

synthetic hormones to fuel a bull elephant. Most of those men weigh 160kg at least and probably 

much more. James weighs 118kg. Raw, drug free, unaided by special suits or lifting straps he can still 

compete with them on a pound for pound basis. We are lucky to have him in the IDFPA. At every 

competition he takes part in James improves in some way. He advances one of his lifts or he 

advances his total…usually both.  

How about this for Austin’s new nickname, Austin “Hercules” Hickey? Not sure about James "The 

Hulk" Hickey because I like the Cuchulainn association. Cuchulainn and Hercules, Irish and Greek 

mythology united in glorious battle. The Hulk is an angry American even if his skin is a patriotic shade 

of Irish green. So, to view a modern day Cuchulainn come to Gorey in September and ask nicely to 

see that scar after James abuses the bar with about as much weight as it can tolerate.  

Reading back over what I have written I notice an error. Ava, almost two years old, plays with, not in 

that sandbox. She presses it overhead. The family tradition is secure with her. 

 

 

 

 


